
that half the rnhabrtants are liars and half are 
truth-tellers. 1 a(so know that one third of the liars 
wear a red hat and two thirds of the truth-tellers 
wear a red bat. When I come to a fork in the road 
there is a man Ln a red hat. I ssh him which path 
leads to enlightenment. HP says It IS the path t0 

the i&t. I take It and faii to find e~~lrghtenment. 
Was I deceived? How can you tell whether I have 
‘regrster[edj a certarn srtuatron that IS not In realrty 
occurring’? This not the correct path to 
enlightenment. 
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Semple and McConnbr proposed that behavioral 
duceptron occurs only when senders benefit 
and receivers pay a cost as a result 0% their 
mteracbon. Except tar stabng that their 
definition of deception IS functional, they ilid 
not explain why these fitness etfects on senders 
and receivers are necessary condrhons for 
deceptio. ,, 

The criterion of sender benefits apparently 
follows from ?he MhOrS’ focus On deccptlon 

affwecl by synals -- triat IS. tfa~ts that wolw 

because receiver responses Increase sender 
fitness. Communicative interactions can also be 
mediated by responses to cues -that is, traits 
(of senders) that evolve for reasons other than 
possible htness benefits due to receiver 
responses2 Hence, cues can ekcrt responses 
that are either beneficial or costly to senders. 
Some of these responses may be based on 
mispercephons or categorical mistakes, recerver 
errors cf the kind that lead to deception in 
srgnal-response contexts. Semple and I\AcC;omo s 
definrtion of deception does not accommodate 
mrsleadrng cues. Since signals may often 
onginate as cuesT4, the definition woutd be 
drfficult to apply in studtes of the historical origms 
of deceptroo 

The rezons why the authors mcluded recerver 
tests rn thclr defrnrhon are less clea We:e I raise 

two issues. Rrst, responses to deceptrve behavror 
are also made in at (cant one other context tha 
Wkh receivers irnlsiakenly take tu be true when 
they are deceived (Semple and NlcComb grve 
examples). While a receiver rmay pay a cost as a 
consecue+?cc of its response to a deceptive 
behavror, the response should result in a net 
fhntss gain considering I?S oftects on the 
recerver’s fitness in all the contexts in which the 
receiver makes the response. This net benefit 

maintains the response in spite of its cost in the 
deceptive context”,“. 

Second, the criterion of receiver COGS ::otild 
exclude the possibility of deception in tWJtua!ly 

beneficial interactions, such as the symbiosis 
between anemone fish and their host anemones. 
Anemone fish, and at least some of their hosts. 
benefit from living together, and the relationshrp 
appears to be maintained by deceit’. During 
settlement (host recognition may nol involve 
deception8) juvenile anemone fish smear 
themselves with their host’s mucus, as do adult 
fish that return to their host after a time away. 
The mucus coat inhibits nematocyst discharge 
probably because the anemone mistakenly 
categorizes the fish as selfg. Another example 
may be the srmulatron of ant brood pheromones 
by seeds of various epiphytic ptants*O~ll. The 
receiver cost criterion is especially problematic 
rn cases of rntraspecific deception, such as 
male courtshi;, signals that mimic stimuli to 
which females are selected to respond in some 
other context, and thereby catch fernales in a 

sensory trap’>. As Semple and McComb pornt out, 
it 15 often extremely difficult to identify receiver 
costs rrr such interactions, perhaps because 
reccr&ers actually benefit when they are 
deceived’?. 

A definition of behavioral deception that 
excludes reference to the fitness effects of the 
Interaction on senders and receivers may be most 

useful. At minimum. we would not need another 

term for interacttons orphaned from decephon 
because receivers do not pay a cost when they 
rnrstakznly respond to a signal as that which it is 
not. A whrt? ke would stall be a Ire. 
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Getty and Christy object to the functional definition 
of behavioural deception that we advocated in our 
original athclel. Before deakng with specific 
examples raised, we want to make two main 
points in response to their arguments. First. as is 
clear from its application in our paper, our 
definition refers only to individual interactions, not 
to the whole signalling system. Second, the 
requirement that deceived animals pay a cost is 
critical for any definition of functional deception in 
non-human animals. Since mental states are not 
obsen~able. the srtuation registered by a receiver 
rmust be inferred from the cost of its subsequent 
behaviour. Any definition of deception that does 
not accept ttirs premise is inherently untenable. 

With respect to the ‘deception hypothesis’ of 
mate selection in pied flycatchersa. we maintain 
the posrtion stated in our original article: it would 
be possible to determine whether or not individual 
females are deceived by measuring the cost of 
their choice. The hypothesis that females are 
deceived cannot be accepted at present because 
studies measuring the relevant cost’ have not 

been undertaken. The occurrence of deception 
would absolutely not be precluded by a receiver’s 
possessing perfect knowledge of the odds of the 
game (as Getty argues in this case). This becomes 
ohous if we consider the example of male 
hrefkes. which might correctly assess the risk of 
responding to female signals but still be deceived 
by predatory ‘femme fatale’ mimics’. 

Christy’‘’ example of the anemone fish 
symbioses highlights the importance of 
ascertamrrig whether receivers pay a cost. The 
behavrour of the hsh in estabkshrng the symbrosrs 
should be reparded as a mechanism of 
settlement; there is no need to mvr ke an 
explanatton involving deception. F&hermore, we 
strongly disagree that consrderatrcn of recerver 
cost is not useful in determmmg whether mdle 
courtship signals are deceptive. Sensory traps’” 
should only be considered deceptive if females 
pay a cost for responding. If no cost needs to 
be shown, we must regard female preference 
(as the result of pre-existing sensory bias) for 
long5 or symmetrical” tails as decephon by males! 
Clearly, consideratron of receiver cost is vital in 
determining which signalling interactons should 
be regarded as deception. 
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